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IJMBS addresses the whole range of technological,
human/social, political, policy, organisational and managerial
issues related to migration and border studies. IJMBS is a
peer-reviewed journal which offers a forum for disciplinary and
inter-disciplinary research concerning conceptual, theoretical,
empirical and methodological dimensions of migration and
border studies. It aims to bring together a diverse range of
international scholars and practitioners to advance
knowledge, improve practice, and act as a definitive source
on migration and border issues.
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• Technological advances/issues
• Analysis/assessment methodologies
• Research methods/data analysis
• Performance measurement
• Governance, managerial and organisational
issues
• International leadership issues
• Immigration policy analysis, economic
impacts
• Human mobility, immigrant integration
• Strategic development, immigration strategy
• Modelling techniques
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Decision support
Border security design
Systems analysis
Training/education, professional
development
• Cultural, ethical and philosophical issues
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